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W E L C O M E  L E T T E R
Hi everyone:

Welcome on board Bliss Cruise charter # 6, 
the largest adult party at sea. Your Bliss Travel 
Agent, Bliss Cruise staff, workshop presenters 
and Bliss partners Thank You for your business 
and continued support.  Wow, you’ve sold 
out this cruise months ahead of time and 
now the November 2019 Royal Caribbean 
Navigator of the Seas is virtually sold out, 
too.   While you’re here, choose to cruise 
again with Bliss next April or November, 
2020.  Check in with your favorite travel 
agent for availability and BOOK IT with 
a deposit... they’ve got your cabin.

Whether you’re a first time Bliss cruiser 
or a repeater, the production for 
Bliss cruise reflects YOUR ideas and 
suggestions about music choices, 
itinerary, themes, entertainment and 
workshops (“playshops”...it’s NOT work) 
that you want to experience.   When 
you’re invited to contribute your cruise 
evaluation, take the time to help design 
future Bliss Cruise departures. We listen 
to you and read EVERY evaluation for 
new content and suggestions including 
plenty of options for non-lifestyle couples 
to meet each other.

What’s Going On?  Read your daily  
newsletter delivered to your cabin 
each evening about next day’s events, 
workshops and theme night.

Bliss entertainment and workshops are designed for 
YOU.  So, plan to choose:  Where to dine, what to wear, 
where you can enjoy a tan all over, what parties to attend and 
whether to participate in the lifestyle...there’s no wrong answer 
and nobody’s grading you...so meet everyone you can, bust 

loose and have a blast.   
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Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S
1) Do I have to be nude - NO

2) Will I be expected to participate in any lifestyle activities - NO

IMPORTANT GUIDELINES:  NO MEANS NO - RESPECT OTHERS, NO DRUGS AND NO PUBLIC SEX. 

ESPECIALLY FOR NEWCOMERS:  If you,re new to adult cruising and Bliss specifically, 
you,re invited to attend the newcomer,s orientation on Day 1 at Rendezvous Lounge 
on Deck 4 from 4:15 - 5:15 pm held immediately after the lifeboat drill. The Orientation 
is voluntary.  Enjoy the Meet & Greet opportunities to meet other couples.  If you miss 
orientation, don’t worry:  Ask any Bliss team member for help... look for them in easy to 
spot blue or yellow shir ts. Or stop by the Bliss Cruise office for help. 

BLISS HELP DESK:  VISIT THE BLISS CRUISE HELP DESK.  IT’S LOCATED ON DECK 3 ACROSS FROM 
GUEST SERVICES. THE BLISS HELP DESK IS OPEN AND STAFFED DAILY SO DON’T BE AFRAID TO ASK.

How do I meet anyone?  We’ve found it’s best to just open your mouth...You may 
be surprised what happens.  Bliss Cruise provides you with the most adult fun you 
can have without worrying about what the neighbors think. Get creative and talk to 
everyone you meet. You all have one thing in common: Either you’re a newbie or 
you’re not. Either way, you’ll find it’s a good way to star t the conversation. 

WHAT’S HAPPENING?  
•	 Read this Bliss Cruise program completely

•	 Check your printed Celebrity Daily newsletter placed in your cabin daily -  
TIP:  Carry the daily activities page with you -OR- take a photo of it with your phone

•	 See your cabin TV for Bliss Cruise and ship’s information channels

•	 Consult information monitors and event boards located in the public areas

•	 Attend the Meet & Greets, Newcomers’ Reception, seminars and “playshops”

•	 Ask Bliss Cruise volunteer team members located throughout the ship

•	 Visit the Bliss Help Desk, open daily

•	 Enjoy shore excursions when in port....they’re a blast!

INCREDIBLE COUPLES AND INCREDIBLE CREW:  The Bliss Cruise team, passengers, 
and crew are excited to meet you.  Tips are pre-paid and included.  However, if you feel 
a Celebrity crew member has exceeded your expectations, you,re free to show your 
appreciation.

WHO’S HELPING?  Bliss Cruise is honored to welcome and thank many who volunteered to 
be Bliss Host Couples and team. If you have questions, just ask your Bliss Cruise Host Couples. The 
Bliss security team is here to help, too...look for the “men and women in neon yellow.”

NEXT CRUISES? Sign up on board with your Travel Agent or at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk for 
future Bliss Cruise charters. Availability is limited as the charter gets closer. Booking early gets 
you the best cabin.

Thank you again for your business from: Bliss Cruise affiliate travel agencies, volunteers and 
Bliss host couples.

Partners:  
 
Brian, Haiyan & Wayne , Shelley & Joe , Champagne (Donna) & James.
Janis, Carlos and the Bliss Cruise team.5



B L I S S  C R U I S E  P A R T N E R S  B I O B L I S S  C R U I S E  D I R E C T O R S  B I O
BRIAN

As the founder and owner of SwingLifeStyle.com, the world’s largest 
lifestyle website, Brian was a perfect choice as partner for Bliss cruise. 
Brian was chosen as the first president of Bliss Cruise by a unanimous 
vote of the partners due to his leadership ability and great business 
sense. The community of SLS and the resources available to market the 
cruises were exceptional and a must have. His work with International 
Swingers Day, Vegas Exchange, Topless Travel and Lifestyle Magazine 
as well as extensive relationships with clubs, groups and resorts was 
instrumental in bringing the industry together to make this company the 
new gold standard, trusted by all. 

JOE & SHELLEY 

With their role as Owners/Operators of Topless Travel, the primary supplier 
to many of the lifestyle cruises that occurred before Bliss, they were in the 
unique position to be one of the general partners of Bliss Cruise. Shelley is the 
CFO of the corporation and Joe looks to secure an ever expanding list of 
Bliss Travel Agents and Affiliates; as well as, the sourcing and the acquisition 
of major assets for cruise production. They also manage the day-to-day 
administrative operations of Bliss Cruise. With six full ship charters completed 
and many more now under contract, it is certain they will be working hard 
with their partners, travel affiliates, production managers, cruise lines, and 
thousands of clients who attend our cruises, continuing to build Bliss into a 
multi-national company.

WAYNE & HAIYAN 

Our passion is cruising and we would love to speak with you about 
any of your cruising needs. We will help you get the cabin you 
deserve to make your trip more enjoyable. Join Haiyan,(Ms. Shanghai) 
at the ASIAN MEET & GREET, at Cellar Masters Deck 5, on Day 2. Want 
to find out how to put together a lifestyle group, join me on Day 5 at 
the RENDEZVOUS LOUNGE at 11 AM.  We want to meet you. 

JAMES AND CHAMPAGNE 

Jim & Donna AKA James & Champagne, owners of FOX Travel-an American 
Express Associate & Castaways Travel since 1984, were excited to join the 
BLISS  team in 2014. They attribute their longevity in the travel business to their 
respect of & passion for taking care of their customers with a bonus: witnessing 
their customers’ discovery of new experiences which no one can take away 
from them. Through the years they have received many honors, the latest 
being among the 2018 TOP 25 agencies in the US within the American Express 
Travel Network. Donna as BLISS VP helps with projects and Jim works on business 
contractual & procedural practices. The BLISS team has proudly produced 5 
successful cruises having  more projects going into 2020. Jim & Donna believe 
in having FUN whatever you do and if you’re reading this, they wish you to have 
LOTS of FUN on board the Infinity. Thank You for joining us On Board!!!

JANIS AND CARLOS - CO-PRODUCTION DIRECTORS

Janis and Carlos return to lead the 6th consecutive Bliss Cruise production. The duo 
develops, executes, and administers the entire cruise program. Janis and Carlos 
lead an impressive team of cruise host couples and security personnel, work closely 
with ship executive personnel, oversee the charter Cruise Compass development, 
and handle logistics associated with U.S. Customs regulations and inspections. With 
an over twenty-year affiliation in organizing special events, concerts, convention 
management, fundraising, new media, and cruises, Janis and Carlos also share their 
energy as owner-operators of ShareNation Events, Inc., an industry leading northeast 
lifestyle hotel party brand serving clientele in NY, NJ, MA, RI, ME, VT, CT, PA, MD, VA, 
and NC. On the Celebrity Infinity, the ShareNation brand sponsors GLOW NIGHT on 
Deck 10 held poolside on Day 3 from 11 pm until the wee hours of the morning.

MALCOLM NEITZEY – BLISS CRUISE DIRECTOR 

Malcolm is originally from Maryland outside of Washington DC, and 
currently lives in Fort Lauderdale. Graduate of University of Maryland, 
he has worked in the tourism and keeping people happy fields since 
college. He has worked for Club Med, Universal Studios and Warner 
Brothers. Malcolm has been the Cruise Director for Atlantis Events for 18 
years, and has been the Bliss Cruise Director since our inaugural cruise 
back in 2015.

MARIA MURPHY - OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR

Bliss Cruise Office Administrator Maria was born in Cuba raised in 
South Florida and has been a part of the travel industry for over 30 
years the last 6 years working for one of the Internet largest cruise 
specialist in the industry as an affiliate Administrator. I am very 
happy to call Bliss, my home and work with such wonderful and 
caring people! 

I will be at the Bliss desk on Deck 3 to continue to assist clients and 
agents.

TANIA ANTUNES - EVENT COORDINATOR

Tania is the newest member to management of Bliss Cruise. Tania 
originates from Rhode Island and has been sailing as a Bliss Cruise 
team member since 2016. In addition to cruise event coordination 
and development, Tania is the official record-keeper for the Bliss 
Cruise production department. 
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NAVIGATOR OF THE SEAS

BLISS FULL SHIP CHARTER   | Nov. 8 - 15, 2019

Tortola | St. Thomas | Freeport
7 day tribute to the Eastern Caribbean

Contact your favorite Travel Agent for Details

W A Y N E ’ S  C O R N E R
Hi Everyone! 
 
Welcome to WAYNE'S 
CORNER, a look at various 
things happening behind 
the scenes and gives you 
some tips on how to enhance 
your experience, on this 6th 
BLISS CHARTER. We have an 
outstanding itinerary on this 
charter with the ports of BELIZE 
and COSTA MAYA. Over the last 
few weeks we checked pictures of 
the moon to see what the currents 

would hold in store for us during our trip down to Belize. It 
appears we will be a little bumpy on this part of the cruise, so 
the best way to keep your balance is to stand on a slight angle 
and keep your legs a little farther apart. 

You will notice the specialty restaurants on the ship are the 
Tuscan Grill, Sushi on Five, Blu, as well as the suites restaurant 
LUMINAE.  However, you might not have heard of Le Petit Chef which is 
a whole new concept  you must experience.  There are 2 set times every 
night, 6 pm and 8:30 pm, serving beef filet and incredible lobster, all while 
being entertained with animation. Just tell your waiter, that Wayne said it 
was okay to have a second lobster. To not be disappointed - book early. 

Travel Agents have sponsored several of the lounges and bars on the ship. This 
is a great opportunity to meet all the players in our industry. They have several 
unique and varied lifestyle adventures to investigate. Most importantly, they can 
help you book your cabin on the next Bliss Cruise.

Bliss Cruise presents a special tr ibute to Prince. The full theater concert is 
held in the Celebrity Theater on Day 4 at 9:30 pm. PURPLE MADNESS has 
been labeled the closest looking and sounding Prince in the industry 
along with a great per formance to match. With Bobby Mil ler as Prince, 
has per fected every last nuance in recreating the sights and sounds 
of the artist. Only one show. We always have unusual clothing optional 
excursions and this charter is no different. In BELIZE, instead of taking the 
20 minute tender to shore, we will be picked up right at the ship with a 
large catamaran holding a maximum of 100 people and going to Caye 
Caulker. There you can swim with sharks, rays and multiple marine life 
along the breathtaking barrier islands of Belize. 

In Costa Maya, you will enjoy a trip to Jungle Beach with a totally 
private day in the sun or shade with live music, great food and open 
bars.  Both of these excursions should not be missed. Every event 
you participate in; Meet & Greets, Seminars or Excursions, will be 
opportunities to meet new couples from all over the world. Take 
advantage of these to develop lifelong friendships. Remember 
they want the same thing, so don’t be shy.

Finally, there will be many new couples doing their first BLISS 
Charter, so if you are not  sure how to arrange something or 
do something on the ship, please come to the BLISS Help 
Desk (Deck 3).  They will be happy to help.  
 

HAPPY CRUISING  Wayne & Haiyan 
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L O V E  I N  A N  E L E V A T O R 
“Livin' it up when I'm going' down…”
Nine out of 10 lifestyle bloggers agree: if you want to make 
the most out of your Bliss Cruise, you and your partner have to 
make an effort to meet new couples.To all newbie couples, 
we shout, “Get thee to a meet and greet! Wake up early for 
naked speed dating! Come to the seminar on spanking/
squirting/slow dancing!”

But, wait. There’s more to it than that. While one famous non-
monogamist said that 80% of success is showing up, it’s the 
other 20% that gets you successfully into your new friends’ 
cabin. At my Swinger 101 class, I talk about the importance 
of your “Couples’ Elevator Pitch”, the 20-second introduction 
you say verbally to a new couple you are meeting for the 
first time (in the elevator, at a buffet line, on a barstool, in 
the sauna, at your dinner table, or in the foyer leading in to 
the playroom). Having a well-honed elevator pitch is the key 
to communicating your critical information. It’s the verbal 
version of the ‘About You’ section on a dating website.

Basic elements of your Elevator Pitch: 
–Your names 
–Your condensed lifestyle profile: interests,  
  goals, and *especially limits* 
–Your offer

“Hi, we are Richard and Scarlet. She loves bi-friendly ladies (as 
do I), and we’re a soft swap couple with a kinky side. We say 
that we’re ‘swinky!’ We’re looking for new friends to join us for 
dinner. Do you have plans tonight?”

The elevator starts to close. 
“Here’s our card if you’d like to join us. We are 
meeting at Café al Bacio at 7 then grabbing a 
table in the Main Dining Room!”

Why is your Elevator Pitch important? We hear from 
people all the time who were upset to learn after a long 
night of flirting that their new friends aren’t even swingers/
full-swap/bisexual/into x, y, or z. We just scratch our heads 
wondering how they skipped the elevator pitch step. For 
us, attraction gets you noticed, personality gets you in the 
door, and matched-up interests get you in our bed. 

We want to know ASAP if it has the potential to go-
go-go all the way! 
People want to know what to expect. They want to know as 
soon as possible if there is compatibility on the big things. No 
one likes wasting time, especially on a cruise or vacation. 
An honest, authentic swinger elevator pitch saves you these 
worries and makes connecting so much easier. Any couple 
who doesn’t have one is missing out on a critical tool for 
achieving sexy success!

The act of crafting your elevator pitch guarantees that both 
partners are in agreement about who they are as a couple 
(interests and limits) and what they are looking for (goals).   
 
We try to avoid those couples who avoid these 
hard conversations with each other. 
And let me stress again the importance of authenticity. 
Misrepresentation is a loser in the long term and probably the 
short term. Trust me, it’s okay to admit that crazy fantasy to 
strangers. — no one will judge you on a lifestyle trip and you’ll 
never find it if you don’t ask!

Practice your pitch 
Once you have discussed all your interests, goals, and limits 
with your partner and you have your elevator speech written 
out, practice saying it to each other and see if it “feels” right. 
You’ll know it when you’ve got it. And then practice it on a few 
strangers before the cruise. The more you practice, the easier 
it gets. The best pitches are concise, clear, memorable (often 
with humor or a visual cue), and accurate. 

In my Swinging 101 class I teach a proposal that is 
easy on the recipient:

“Hi, I’m Lynn…lifestyle travel agent… And if you 
asked me to ___________, I would definitely say 
yes!”

This quickly takes it to a no pressure, clear expectations zone. 
And I can think of a number of responses that allow you to 
gracefully decline the reverse offer.

Pay attention to others’ pitches 
The other best general tip we can give you is to PAY 
ATTENTION to somebody else’s elevator pitch. 

You don’t want to confuse Double-Team Debbie with Nudist 
Nancy later at the disco. 

Repeat their names back to them at least twice (and then 
write their names down on your hand after the elevator 
closes). Remembering someone’s name is a Top 5 Turn-on!

Our final advice for closing the deal: 
1. If your elevator pitch quickly leads to some action, 
punch your ticket and go!

2. If you agree to do a thing at a specific time/place,  
follow through.

3. Can’t make it? Leave a note. Can’t remember their 
room? Keep your eyes open for them and have a counter-
offer for them right away: “Hey, we’re so sorry we missed 
you for dinner last night. We had one too many mojitos at 
the pool and lost track of everything. Can we make it up 
for you with drinks tonight at 10 pm at Cellar Masters?” You 
may get a second chance to prove that you’re not flakes. 
But, then again, it’s a big ship, and there’s plenty of horny fish 
elsewhere, so you may not.

With a proper elevator pitch, good listening skills, and 
attentive follow-through you will make more and better 
friends in your lifestyle travels.

Seek and ye shall find. Ask and ye shall receive. Be a 
wallflower and ye shall miss out.

Still Need More Ideas?  Lynn 
is the Newbie Expert on Bliss 
Cruise and has sailed on over 
33 lifestyle cruises. She’s been 
teaching her Swinging 101 
class to hundreds of happy new 
couples for over 6 years. Join 
her in the Celebrity Theater, 
Day 2 at 11:00 am or meet 
up with her in Cafe al Bacio at 
TheSwingerCruise.com desk.

Y O U R
S W I N G E R
E L E V A T O R
P I T C H
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Your 
Swinger 
Elevator 
Pitch!
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MEET & GREET
2:30 pm - 3:15 pm

CONSTELLATION LOUNGE | DECK 11 
LADIES ONLY PLAY

3:30 PM - 5:30 PM
CONFERENCE CENTER | DECK 3

CELEBRITY THEATER 3:00 PM -4:00 PM
LEARN HOW TO MAKE YOURSELF IRRESISTIBLE TO WOMEN!

BE THE MAN!

GENTS-ONLY!

DAY 2

D
AY

2

C E L E B R I T Y  I N F I N I T Y
R E VO L U T I O N !

ITINERARY :
MON - MIAMI
TUES - AT SEA 
WED - CAYMAN ISLANDS

THU - OCHO RIOS 
FRI - AT SEA
SAT - MIAMI
NOTE ;
In November 2020 , the INFINTY will enter 
a 6 week drydock , where every cabin will 
stripped down to the metal and rebuilt.

• All carpets and public space will be totally 
redone. 

• New Casino. 

 • PLUS - new RETREAT will be built on top of ship.

BLISS FULL SHIP CHARTER
 APRIL 19 - 24, 2021

Contact your favorite
Travel Agent for Details



E A S Y  A N S W E R S  T O  D I F F I C U L T  L I F E   S T Y L E  S I T U A T I O N S
By Mike & Lilly of Diretto  
Lifestyle Skills 

Have you ever had a couple waste 
your time because they couldn’t 
give you a straight answer about 
their interest level? Or have you 
been that couple yourself because 
you wanted to avoid awkwardness 
or hurt feelings? 

We might not be able to avoid 
uncomfortable feelings entirely, but having a plan for what 
to say when those situations arise can be an excellent way 
of making sure those awkward moments are as short as 
possible.

DIFFICULT SITUATION #1: What if a couple wants to play 
with us but we don’t want to play with them? 

One of the core principles we teach is to never waste 
people’s time. Of all the mistakes you can make in the 
Lifestyle, wasting a couple’s time is the worst! This is because 
time is a non-renewable resource. Therefore we teach 
people that it is always better to risk hurting a person’s 
feelings than to waste their time by avoiding the couple 
(ghosting) or misleading them with elusive replies. 

Easy Answer: “We’re not feeling a playtime connection, 
but we’re enjoying your company and would still like to be 
friends.” (If you’re not feeling ANY kind of connection, just 
say that and move on to another couple). 

Simple! It’s almost too obvious, isn’t it? But often the 
simplest things work best. To modify this for on-line use 
you could say “we’re not feeling a playtime connection, 
but if you run into us at an event come up and say hi! We 
love to make new friends!”

This keeps the door open for friendship, and who knows? 
Perhaps someday in the future your minds will change. But 
if they never do, that’s ok too! We have many couples we’re 
friendly with but do not play with. 

Keep in mind that in order to be successful in the Lifestyle, 
you MUST have your ego in-check to a healthy degree. You 
have to be able to hear “no” and not take it too personally. 
Attraction is not a conscious choice and most rejections 
don’t really have anything to do with you as a person. They 
have more to do with someone’s previous associations, 
experiences, and tastes - not how you look or what you’ve 
done in the moment. If a person cannot accept a polite 
rejection along with an offer of friendship then they don’t 
belong in the scene. More on that later…

DIFFICULT SITUATION #2: What if we’ve ALREADY PLAYED 
but do not want to play again?

This is an awkward situation! It would be easier if the 
couple had been offensive in some way, then there would 
be no friendship to worry about saving! But much more 
commonly it’s not that simple… This situation becomes 
difficult when you’ve already spent a significant amount of 
time getting to know each before the playtime happened. 

Unfortunately, friendship compatibility does not always 
equal sexual compatibility! Sometimes you just can’t 
predict how things are going to go in bed, even if you’ve 
taken great pains to try to figure it out beforehand. 

You might want to consider that the other couple already 
knows something is wrong. You probably haven’t done a 
great job of hiding the fact that you’re not as interested 
in them as you thought you’d be. Don’t think people are 
unaware or totally unprepared to hear what you have to 
say. However, they may be in denial or strongly hoping 
their feelings are wrong.

Easy Answer: Just like answer #1, it’s almost obvious what 
you should say, it just takes a little courage to say it. 

If they are talking about setting up plans as soon as the 
first play session has ended, buy yourself some time by 
saying you “aren’t in planning mode right now” and 
will have to get back to them on that. This should not 
be a problem since most people have trouble thinking 
clearly right after sex. 

When they follow-up with you later you can then let them 
know “actually, we are feeling a much stronger friendship 
connection than a playtime connection. We’d love to 
keep being friends but we’re not feeling a repeat of 
playtime right now. We hope that’s ok.”

Yes, this could potentially hurt feelings. But we don’t want to 
add injury to insult by wasting a couple’s time before they 
inevitably realize the truth and feel even worse. Besides, if 
you truly have a friendship then it must be based on trust 
and respect. Your honesty makes you trustworthy, and if 
they can’t respect you for speaking up, then there really 
was no friendship there to save. 

But we know you’re asking an immediate follow-up 
question… and that is…

DIFFICULT SITUATION #3: What if they ask WHY?

Why don’t you like us? Why don’t you want to play? What 
did we do wrong? 

All of these might seem like fair questions, 
and sometimes they are… But 9 times out of 
10 answering these questions doesn’t help the 
situation. If your disinterest is a simple matter of 
taste, weird vibes, or mismatched expectations, it’s 
often better to remain clear about your boundaries, 
and vague about your reasons. You might not be 
too clear on your reasoning yourself!

EASY ANSWER: For situations where you want to keep 
the friendship be sure to let them know that they “haven’t 
done anything wrong” and you “just aren’t feeling the 
playtime connection as much as the friendship.” 

Sound familiar? You simply re-state your original reason 
with that one additional detail. What’s important here 
is the desire to remain friends. It is not your turn to play 
therapist, dating expert, or sex coach (that’s our job! 
Send them to us!).

This usually works because in truth, most people don’t 
really want to know the answer. It’s a normal human reflex 
to wonder why - but how often have you received an 
answer to a question you wish you never asked? Simply 
restating your original answer gives people time to 
realize they didn’t really want to know the details. It 
also signals to them that you don’t feel comfortable 
talking about it and most people are likely to respect 
that boundary once it’s set. 

But what about the situation where this isn’t enough for 
them? What about the folks who don’t have their egos 
in-check? What if a couple becomes angry?

DIFFICULT SITUATION #4: What do you do if 
someone reacts TERRIBLY to rejection?

Uh oh! You’ve taken our advice and done your 
best to politely let the other couple down but 
they are not taking it well. 

Here’s the good part - this is VERY rare. You 
should only get this kind of reaction from very 
new swingers. It’s always a good idea to talk 
to people about their experience levels and 
decide if a couple feels “too new” for you. 
Sometimes the best way to avoid the biggest 
issues is to make sure you’re spending time 
with swingers that have as much or more 
experience than yourselves. 

But let’s say the worst is happening and 
you’ve got an upset couple on your hands. 
What do you do then?

First, do NOT raise your voice, argue, or 
become insulted… don’t react in any way 
other than remaining calm and moving 
towards the exit. Do not escalate the situation!

EASY ANSWER: Once respect is lost, an answer 
is no longer required. Remember the bigger picture 
here - you were trying to be honest, save them time, and still offer the 
option of friendship. You’ve done your best and you do not deserve to be 
mistreated. If it’s clear that mature discussion is no longer possible, then 
all you should do is stop talking and leave the area. If they calm down 
and re-approach you with respect later, then you can reconsider the 
friendship. But nothing real can be accomplished when people are 
too upset. It’s always best to take space when things become 
heated. 

Again - this worst case scenario is very rare. If people 
behaved like this every time they heard “no” then no one 
would want to be part of the Lifestyle. Most people are 
friendly and mature and will be happier to know exactly 
where they stand with you rather than be forced to waste 
time guessing. 

We hope you enjoyed those tips! If you have 
questions about topics like overcoming approach 
anxiety and talking to more people, how to pull the 
trigger on playtime, navigating group play, or any 
other lifestyle-related inquiries, come find us at our 
other seminars happening throughout the week.  LI

FE
S

TY
LE
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G E T T I N G  T O  K N O W  T H E  C E L E B R I T Y      I NF IN I T Y

CELEBRITY INFINITY has a slew of Solstice-class dining venues, including  
QSINE (international comfort food), BLU (Mediterranean spa cuisine)  
and SUSHI ON 5 (Asian), an ILOUNGE computer lab and balconies, as 
well as more than 100 spa cabins. 

Much has changed for the ship in the form of decor and onboard 
features, but Infinity’s most visible alterations focus on the Decks 4 
and 5 social hub, which forms a two-floor, shiplong link between the 
main dining room (aft) and theater (forward). The focus is on casual 
food and drink options. The old MARTINI BAR has been replaced with 
a new version, with a shaved ice-topped bar and juggling bartenders. 
CELLAR MASTERS, a wine venue with a self-service dispensary system, 
has replaced the original, STAID CHAMPAGNE BAR. Infinity’s old coffee bar 
has been redone, and the line has added a GELATERIA.

Despite these significant alterations, the ship still retains much of what has made it a fan favorite, 
stylistically, for more than a decade. The whimsical art, use of natural woods and lots of glass, 
especially in the stunning SOLARIUM, have always lent CELEBRITY INFINITY and its sisters an 
elegant, contemporary air. Those touches remain. So too does the high passenger-to-crew ratio, 
which has earned the line high marks for service. 
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It’s a ship for people who like to linger over dinner, sip a drink in a comfy lounge while listening 
to music (or doing a bit of ballroom dancing), take in a show or lounge by a pool; high-octane 
partying and crazy outdoor activities (waterslides, surfing, ropes courses) are not Infinity’s 
hallmarks. As for the adult lifestyle, the CELEBRITY INFINITY captures an intimacy second to 
none. Venue space holding MEET & GREETS, for example, do not present a big ship feel nor do 
passengers feel lost on the ship. This advantage increases the likelihood that you will bump into 
someone you want to connect with.



P O R T  F U N

BELIZE CITY, BELIZE 
The former capital, Belize City is your gateway to an 
array of adventures in this tiny nation. Like hiking in 
the rainforest, cave-and-river tubing, bird watching, 
exploring Mayan ruins and enjoying the gorgeous 
Caribbean coastline. When you’re in Belize, don’t miss 
the chance to climb to the top of El Castillo. This 135-foot 
structure is one of the tallest Mayan structures in Belize. 
From the top, you can see the lush rainforest of Peten, 
the Mayan Mountains and even across the border into 
Guatemala. Keep your eyes open for flocks of toucans 
and parrots in the trees below you. Explore Belize’s 
exciting underwater world and take in its unique coral 
structures, intricate caves and extensive marine life. Stroll 
the marketplace in Belize City and mingle with the local 
vendors selling fruits, vegetables, and arts and crafts.  

COSTA MAYA, MEXICO
Costa Maya, once a trading post for the Mayan Empire, 
is located in the Mexican Caribbean and is best known 
for its jungles, beaches, lagoons and Mayan ruins. 
Recent development and modern port facilities are 
making Costa Maya the perfect port of call. With so 
many activities, it will be hard to decide what to do 
first. Check out the Mayan Pavilion Park, which has 
everything: Mayan handicraft centers, swim-up bars, 
great traditional restaurants, saltwater pools, a 650-seat 
amphitheater, Mayan art and architecture, amazing 
water sports and great shopping. Take an exciting ride 
on a ATV or Mini Rhino through the jungle. Then take 
a break, relax and soak up the famous Mayan sun at 
Uvero Beach.  

JUNGLE BEACH CLUB - COSTA MAYA
A sure way to fully enjoy your beach day at Costa 
Maya is by visiting the Private Jungle Beach Club. You 
will find yourself immersed between beautiful palm 
trees and the crystal waters of the Caribbean Sea. 
This tour includes an open bar so party to your heart’s 
content. If you prefer a bit of peace and quiet during 
the beach day, the north side of the Jungle Beach Club 
is the perfect getaway -- a short 18 minutes from port. 
Cost: $84.00 Per Person (All Inclusive)
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L A N G U A G E  O F  T H E  L I F E S T Y L E
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By Doug & Barb, Erotic Adult Travel

PLAY: Sexual activity and/or physical 
interaction of a sexual nature with 
someone other than your partner.

FULL SWAP: “For Those Who Go All 
The Way” An exchange of partners in 
which the participants have agreed 
that intercourse is a permissible and 
desirable outcome when “playing” 
with others.

SOFT SWAP: “For those not sure 
how far they want to go or have 
established a Rule not to go all the 
way“ This type of play generally 
includes kissing, touching, stroking, 
and/or oral sex — just about anything 
short of penetration. This is also often 
referred to as soft play, as “swapping” 
partners is not necessarily an integral 
part of “soft” activities. 

UNICORN: “Not the fairy tale 
myth with one horn” Refers to a 
single female. 

BONDAGE, DOMINATION,  
SADO-MASOCHISM:  
This covers a wide range 
of different activities, 
from playful teasing and 
gentle spanking to the 
application of intense 
pain. There is an entire 
subculture devoted to 
individual and group 
exploration of BDSM, 
with the practice as 
varied as those who 
enjoy it. Still Curious? 
There is a playroom on 
board referred to as a 
dungeon or fetish room 
exclusively devoted to 
BDSM, with introductory 
demonstrations. You 
can watch, volunteer 
or participate. 

HALL PASS: “Isn’t a pass to have sex in the hallways” It is 
Permission from your partner to engage in sexual activity 
without your partner being present.

BARE-BACKING: “Not save a horse ride a Cowboy” It is 
Penetration sex without the use of a condom.

EXHIBITIONISM: “Could it be a Porn Star?” It is engaging 
in sexual activity while being watched by others Voyeurism: 

“Not a Spy Game” It is gaining sexual pleasure by 
watching others who are engaging in sexual activity. 

VANILLA: “Nothing to do with Ice cream “A 
term used to describe those who are not 

in the lifestyle, for example, “This will 
be a lifestyle takeover cruise with no 

vanilla guests onboard.” 

COUPLES SPEED DATING: 
“Thinking Orgy? ” Actually no, 
each couple is given a minute 
or two to introduce themselves 
and determine if there’s any 
interest in spending more time 
together. 

It’s a great way to meet 
dozens of couples in a short 

period of time and, to make 
sure you don’t run out of things 

to talk about, there’s usually 
a list of prepared or suggested 

questions to take the pressure off 
trying to “make conversation.” 

ONBOARD MEET & GREETS 
AND SEMINARS: One of the 
best ways to meet others on the 
cruise! They are listed in the Bliss 
Program & Daily Onboard Planner, 
to include days and times! 

Meet as many couples as you can 
by going to these meet and greets 
and seminars-and then practice your 
newly learned techniques. 

Remember, it’s one of the main 
reasons most couples are on the 

cruise — to meet others The subjects 
will cover a wide range of topics for 

Newbies & Advanced. 



V E N U E  S P O N S O R S V E N U E  S P O N S O R S 
THESWINGERCRUISE.COM
CAFE AL BACIO | DECK 5 
Inspired by the ambiance of European cafés, muted 
sepia tones and pops of citrus yellow bring this 
space to life. Follow the irresistible aroma of Lavazza 
espresso, or choose from over a dozen premium hot 
teas from the innovative Tea Forté. Daily specialties 
include French pastries, gourmet coffees, and elegant 
desserts. Café al Bacio also features an authentic 
Gelateria with artisan flavors and fresh fruit sorbettos—
in piccolo or grande, whatever you choose.
 

RIGHT CONNECTIONS TRAVEL 
CELLAR MASTERS | DECK 5
Inspired by the vineyards of the world, Cellar 
Masters brings to life the experience of a global 
wine tour while you learn and taste a wide variety 
of wines around the world. Cellar Masters is the 
ideal spot to chill out with friends or enjoy great 
wines with someone special. 

TOPLESS TRAVEL & SWINGLIFESTYLE (SLS) 
OCEANVIEW CAFE | DECK 10 
It’s the ship’s self service buffet eatery. The location 
offers views over the ocean, buffet breakfasts, 
lunches, dinner and snacks are served throughout 
the day. Food offers range from a sandwich or 
salad to a full hot meal with dishes from all around 
the world including Asian flavors,all-American 
favorites, spicy Indian curries and authentic 
Italian pizza and pasta. The cafe is also open for 
late night meals. Stop by the during breakfast 
and lunch to meet the Topless Travel team and 
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LIFESTYLECRUISING.COM
RENDEZVOUS LOUNGE | DECK 4 
The ideal meeting place, the Rendezvous Lounge 
offers guests quiet niches and plush, comfortable 
seating. 

It is the ideal spot to meet new people and  
discover new ways to mingle in a plush open 
atmosphere. 

CASTAWAYS TRAVEL
MARTINI BAR | DECK 4
The Martini Bar is the coolest bar on the ship -- literally -- 
with an ice-topped bar and entertaining bartenders that 
put on a spectacular show involving bottle-flipping,  
glass-stacking and the pouring of a dozen drinks at once. 

With chic silver and white decor, the Martini Bar has a 
lively atmosphere from early evening until late at the 
night, making it the ideal spot to chill out with friends or 
enjoy a drink with someone special. If you would like to 
see the bartenders’ dazzling performance, your best bet 
is to place your order when the Martini Bar isn’t too busy.

EROTIC ADULT TRAVEL
GELATERIA | DECK 5 

On Millennium Class ships, don’t forget to 
sample the interesting selections at the 

Gelateria! Their artisan gelato is made 
of the finest ingredients. 
 
Choose among six flavors of 
cookie gelato sandwich, try their 
home-made waffle cone, or 
go a little ‘crazy’ and go with 
spaghetti gelato.

to book your next adventure. Got the late night munchies? Join Marc & Carley, 
Entertainment Directors for Topless Travel,  for Mi lk & Cookies at 2:00 am.



A D U L T  P L A Y  R O O M S

No passenger is permitted to touch 
another passenger without absolute 

consent. NO passenger is permitted to 
hover over any passenger involved in 
play. Violations will result in dismissal from 
the playroom, and/or removal from ship.

For couples who are new to the lifestyle, 
Bliss Cruise recommends starting their play 
experience in the Solarium. If you wish to try 
another playroom, please be advised the 
other playrooms are not couples-only.

Please keep conversation and volume in all 
playrooms to a minimum.

Passengers may be waiting their turn for 
play space. Upon conclusion of your 
playtime, kindly gather your personal 
belongings and exit from the 
play space in a respectful 
manner.
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SOLARIUM PLAYROOM
10 PM - 3 AM | DECK 10 | COUPLES-ONLY  
The Solarium is couples-in/couples out. In all other playrooms, 
ALL PASSENGERS are permitted.

Two entrances lead you into one of the most impressive and 
desired play areas of the ship. By day, the Solarium acts as 
what it was intended for, a Solarium. For the cruise, half of 
the Solarium will permit day play during sea days. By night, it’s 
transformed into a full playroom.

SOLARIUM HOUSE RULES: This playroom is couples in/couples out. 
This means that if any part of the couple leaves the playroom, the other partner 
is not permitted to stay. No outside drinks permitted. A water station is provided. 
For noise and humidity control, the jacuzzis are closed during evening hours. There is 
no sexual activity permitted in the pool. 

DRESS CODE: Street clothes are NOT permitted.  Ladies must have on lingerie or 
less. Gents, boxers or less. Robes are permitted. Changing stations are provided 
at entrances.

SOLARIUM SUPERIOR SERVICE: An elite team of lifestyle couples 
provide operational maintenance of the playroom: greeting 
guests, ushering, providing fresh towels, changing sheets, 
sanitizing areas after each use, distributing condoms, lube, 
and more. 

CONFERENCE CENTER PLAYROOM
10 PM - 3 AM | DECK 3
This playroom permits all passengers to enter. The playroom 
holds special workshops and play sessions during the day 
and converts to open playroom each night. 

CONFERENCE CENTER PLAYROOM HOUSE RULES: No outside drinks are 
permitted. A water station is provided. If you are seeking a couples-only play 
environment, this playroom may not be a best fit.

DRESS CODE: There are no clothing restrictions in this playroom.

FETISH FANTASY THEATER
11 PM - 3 AM | DECK 3
It’s hot and kinky, and a first for the lifestyle to transform a ship 
theater for play!  All passengers are available to explore and 
entertain themselves or others on the theater stage via use 
of Bliss Cruise provided equipment. Semi-privacy is provided 
in play beds on stage. 

FETISH FANTASY THEATER HOUSE RULES:  All passengers are 
permitted. No outside drinks are permitted. A water station is 
provided. Sexual activity is prohibited in theater seating areas.

DRESS CODE: There are no clothing restrictions for this playroom.

PLAYROOM 
ETIQUETTE:
NO MEANS
NO!



C E L E B R I T Y  I N F I N I T Y

APRIL 20-25 2020

Paradise Island, Nassau

www.blisscruise.com

MON
TUES
WED
THURS
FRI
SAT

PORT OF MIAMI, FL
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
AT SEA
LABADEE HILL, HAITI
AT SEA
PORT OF MIAMI, FL

Labadee, Haiti Paradise Island, NassauWorld’s Longest 
Zipline, Haiti

E X T E R I O R  P L A Y  A R E A S 

THE ROOFTOP, AFT | 10 PM - 6 AM 
DECK 12  
Serving as an intimate outdoor 
entertainment space, the 
Rooftop Terrace located on 
Deck 12 Aft, shifts into an 
adult exterior playroom 
each day while at sea 
and at night, weather 
permitting. Passengers will 
notice outdoor furniture 
like padded couches, 
play beds in cabanas, 
along with additional 
orgy pads organized in 
front of a big screen on 

the ship’s top deck.   

Rooftop House Rules: All 
passengers may attend this 

area, but there is a strict non-
hover rule for our Gents during 

operation (strictly enforced).  This is 
a clothing-optional play area.  Unless 

a special event is announced, there is 
no bar service in this location.  Drinks are 

permitted, but are carry-in/carry-out. The 
closest beverage center is Sunset Bar with 

extended operational hours for your comfort. 
There is a stairway that leads to the Sunset Bar.

 SERENITY PLAY AREA | 11 AM - 7 PM 
DECK 12, FORWARD   
The exterior play area is open to passengers 
seeking to get away from major ship activities 

and music.  The dual-tiered area provides 
play beds on the lower level, while the 

higher level is used for sunbathing.    

SERENITY PLAY AREA HOUSE RULES: 
Play area permits all passengers.  
There is a non-hover rule in effect for 
Gents.  After 11 AM, the running track 
will be closed. After 7 PM, access to 
this play area is restricted. 

DRESS CODE: This is a clothing- 
optional deck.
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B L I S S  C R U I S E  M E E T  &  G R E E T S
Bliss Cruise holds passenger Meet & Greets daily. The Meet & Greets are a great opportunity for 
you to meet other passengers just like you and even cut to the chase relating to specific sexual 
boundaries. Unless otherwise indicated, all passengers are invited to attend Meet & Greets. 

2 - 3 pm         Cruise Critic M & G - Sunset Bar (Unhosted), Deck 10
5 - 6 pm                 Non-Swingers M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10 
7:30 - 8:30 pm        Under-45 M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
8 - 9 pm                   Sober & Sexy M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 5
10 - 11 pm               Over 45  M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5

11 am - Noon         Non-Swingers M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
11am- Noon           Sober & Sexy  M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 5
12 - 1 pm                 Silver & Sexy M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
12 - 1 pm                 Nookie at Noon M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
1 -  2 pm                  Latin M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
1 - 2 pm                   Full Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:30 - 3:30 pm         Asian M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5 (Hosted by Miss Shanghai)
3 - 4 pm                   Soft Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:30 - 3:15 pm         Ladies Only M & G - Constellation Lounge, Deck 11
4 - 5 pm                   French M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
4:30 - 5:30 pm         Hall Pass M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
8 - 9 pm                   Full Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9 - 10 pm                 Soft Swap M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
9 - 10 pm                 Kinky Couples M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 5
9 - 10 pm                 Non-Swingers M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10

12 - 1 pm                Nooner M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
1 - 2 pm                  Soft Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
1 - 2 pm                  Hall Pass M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
3 - 4 pm                  Full Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
4 - 5 pm                  Silver & Sexy Make a Dinner Date M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
5 - 7 pm                  Kinky Couples M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
8 - 9 pm                  Under 45 M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
8 - 9 pm                  Over 45 M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
8 - 9 pm                  Sober & Sexy M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 5

12 - 1 pm                Nooner M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
1 - 2 pm                  Under 45 M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
1 - 2 pm                  Hall Pass M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
2:30 - 3:30 pm        Over 45 M & G - Rendezvous Lounge, Deck 4
3 - 4 pm                  Bi Male & Bi Female M & G - Constellation Lounge, Deck 11
4:30 - 5:30 pm        Meet a BBC M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
8 - 9 pm                  Soft Swap M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
8 - 9 pm                  Full Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
8 - 9 pm                  Sober & Sexy M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 5

11am- Noon          Sober & Sexy M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 5
12 - 1 pm                Nookie at Noon M & G - Sunset Bar, Deck 10
1 - 2 pm                  Soft Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
3 - 4 pm                  Full Swap M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
4 - 5 pm                  Silver & Sexy M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
8 - 9 pm                  Under 45 M & G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9 - 10 pm                Over 45 M & G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
9 - 10 pm                Kinky Couples M & G - Cafe al Bacio, Deck 529
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LEXI LUNA
Adult  Actress Lexi  Luna has always been a nudist  at 

heart.  She real ly jumped into the adult  porn
l i festy le about s ix  years ago and has not  

looked back since. Lexi made her Bliss Cruise  
debut in 2017. New for 2019, Lexi takes her 
passenger-favorite class, The Ultimate 
Blowjob Workshop, inside the playroom. 
Imagine the fun! 
 

DAY 2 | TUESDAY, APRIL 9
Class: The Ultimate Blowjob Workshop 

Noon until 1:00 pm | Conference Center |  Deck 3
*This is a ticketed event. Passengers must pick up a wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk.

DAY 5 | FRIDAY, APRIL 12
Join Lexi at Naked Sushi | Noon until 2 pm |  Sushi on Five 

 
DR. LEONARD McHILL 

PRIVATE SESSIONS WITH DR. LEONARD AVAILABLE ALL WEEK:  
4-6 pm and 7-9 pm, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and 
Friday COST: $325                                                                        
 
Dr. Leonard McGill is the creator of  the energysexuality.com.  His 
experience gained as the resident Orgasmic Pulse Therapist at the world 

famous Tao Garden Health Spa and Resort in Chiang Mai, Thailand will 
help you discover deeper levels of connection. Dr. Leonard is an expert at 

Taoist energy cultivation/circulation techniques, erotic massage, hypnotic 
language patterns, yoni massage and G-spot activation that is used to open 

you to more sexual pleasure than you may have ever experienced.  
DAY 2 | TUESDAY | APRIL 9 
Class: “Secrets of Erotic Intelligence”  FREE
Afternoon 2:00-3:00 pm | Rendezvous Lounge | Deck 4
In this class Dr, Leonard will go over the essentials of what makes a man a soulful lover, and 
how women can help men give them the best sex of their lives.
  
DAY 3 | WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
Class: “6 BEST G-SPOT STROKES” | 11am - 1:00 pm | Conference Center | Deck 3
Sink into intense, expanded sexual pleasure. Unlock the secrets to squirt ing orgasms 
plus. . . the s ix best G-spot st rokes for producing G-spot orgasms, and more.*This  i s  a 
t icketed event.  Passengers must pick up a wr istband at the Bl i ss  Cruise Help Desk.  

DAY 5 | FRIDAY APRIL 12
Class: “Hypnotic Erotic Massage” | 11am -1:00 pm | Conference Center | Deck 3
In this  class men and women wi l l  learn: How to put your partner into a hypnotic t rance 
dur ing an erot ic massage, what to say whi le massaging your in-t rance partner to 
increase her or his  sensit iv i ty and pleasure, sensual massage strokes and techniques 
for every part of the body, and more. *This  i s  a t icketed event.  Passengers must pick up a 
wr istband at the Bl i ss  Cruise Help Desk. 

 

H I G H L I G H T E D  W O R K S H O P S  &    P R E S E N T A T I O N S



         DAY  1 - MONDAY APRIL 8 | DISCOVERY SERIES
Class: Everyone Starts Something New Somewhere
4:15 pm - 5:15 pm | Rendezvous Lounge| Deck 4 

You and your partner have been together for awhile. You’ve had great 
times together and done a lot of things for FUN through the years but 
you want something more. Where do you start....where do you go.....

How do you meet people......How do you bring up your idea to other 
people......What do you say and when do you say anything?  Join us for 

this humorous presentation by James Bailey and “Champagne” Donna 
about your “Road to Discovery”. 

DR. SIMON IS IN THE HOUSE
Dr. S imon sai ls  with passengers to discuss revolut ionary and medical ly-accurate t ips on 
sexual health and function. 

GAINSWave®, a revolutionary male sexual performance procedure that 
uses low-intensity sound waves (also referred to as acoustic wave therapy) 

to improve sexual function in men. 

Priapus Shot® (P-Shot®) provides longer, firmer and more 
sustainable erections;  penis enlargement; be able to have sex longer; 
better sexual sensations and increased pleasure.

O-Shot® [Orgasm Shot®] uses a clinically proven technique called 
Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) Therapy to rejuvenate vaginal tissues and 

enhance sexual pleasure.  
DAY 2 - TUESDAY, APRIL 9
Class: Making Sex Sexy Again | FREE | 11:00 am - 12 Noon  Rendezvous Lounge | Deck 4

DAY 5 - FRIDAY, APRIL 12
Class: Making Sex Sexy Again | FREE | Afternoon 1:00 pm - 2:00 pm  
Rendezvous Lounge | Deck 4

SQUIRTING CLASSES
Would you like to learn how to give Squirting Orgasm or would you like to try to get one? Squirting 
orgasms can be very strong and deep - and so much fun to play with. Most women can squirt - if 
their partner knows the right technique. Bliss Cruise provides two sets of classes from 
two different specialists in this industry.
 

DAY 2 - TUESDAY, APRIL 9
Class: Squish Splash with Dr. Valerie  
FREE | 2 pm - 3 pm  
Conference Center | Deck 3

DAY 5 - FRIDAY, APRIL 12 

Class:  Squirting Orgasm by Katrine & 
Claus | FREE | 1:30pm - 3:00 pm  

     Conference Center | Deck 3

and experience what a
Luxury Lifestyle Vacation

truly means!

www.llvclub.comwww.llvclub.com

HIGHLIGHTED WORKSHOPS & PRESENTAT IONS 



CUNTSEEME
Cuntseeme is one of the characters you’ll see aboard the Celebrity Infinity. 
She is of CarnivaleRisque.com and provides pop-up entertainment, 
enthusiasm, spanks and more. Nobody can control when CUNTseeme 
appears, but in the blink of an eye she’ll appear. Be on the lookout. 

TAYLOR SPARKS 
DAY 3 | WEDNESDAY | APRIL 10 
                Erotic Educator/Sex Goddess, Owner OrganicLoven.com Taylor (aka 

Mariposa) is a passionate erotic educator and sex goddess, 
certified in both holistic aromatherapy and human behavior. 

Workshop: How To Make Good Pussy, Better
Rendezvous Lounge | 4 pm - 5 pm
 You can also find Taylor on the pool deck daily.

   MASTER GLASS AND  
   MISTRESS HARLOTTE

   DAY 2 | TUESDAY | APRIL 9
Master Glass and Mistress Harlotte are from 

Tampa, FL. & have been married for six years and 
in an open relationship for over seven years. They are active in the 
Florida BDSM community as well as the swinger community.  When 
they are not hosting/running Fetish events all over Florida, they can be 
found at local swingers resorts.  
 
L i sa  i s  the ch i ld  of  nudi s t  sw ingers  and has  been act ive in  the swinger  communi ty 
fo r  over  ten years .  V in  has  been act ive in  the BDSM l i fes ty le  s ince 1998 and has 
been runn ing dungeons  & convent ions  for  the fet i sh  communi ty  fo r  over 

10  years .  They are looking forward to coaching anyone interested in 
pursuing their kinky desires. If you have any questions, kinky or 

otherwise,  please feel free to ask. 

HIGHLIGHTED WORKSHOPS & PRESENTAT IONS 
CLOTHING OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS 

Jungle Beach Club 
Costa Maya 
• Clothing optional beach
• Round transportation . 
18 minutes from port.
• Mexican Buffet lunch.
• Open bar
• DJ Music

$84.00 pp 
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T O P  T R A V E L  A G E N C I E S
TOPLESS TRAVEL - JOE & SHELLEY

Joe & Shelley have been in the lifestyle since they met 23 years 
ago. They have hosted countless house parties, previously 

owned Exquisite Affairs (a luxury hotel takeover group), had 
a partnership with a swingers club and now are the Owner/
Operators of Topless Travel, one of the largest volume lifestyle 
travel agencies in the world. By combining their passion 
for traveling the world with years in the lifestyle, and their 
partnership with the owner of SLS.com, they started Topless 

Travel in the fall of 2010. Topless Travel maintains a full time staff; 
RJ in Sales, Linda as Cruise Counselor, Robyn in Customer Service, 

Kairee as Admin Hostess, Jay in accounting and of course our lovable 
Entertainment Directors, Marc and Carley.

 
Today they are selling thousands of lifestyle cruise cabins and many weeks at lifestyle 
resorts. In addition, they create incredible boutique ‘bucket list’ vacations for lifestyle 
couples to destinations around the world; like their signature African Safari and their 
newest adventure on the National Geographic Antarctica Expedition in December 2019. 

Meet Joe & Shelley, along with the rest of the Topless Travel staff, daily in the 
Oceanview Café.

CASTAWAYS TRAVEL - JAMES & CHAMPAGNE
Jim & Donna aka James & Champagne, met at the Houston 
International airport when Jim asked for a pen in 1981.  They 
married at that gate 8 years later on Jan 29, 1989.  During 
their first 8 years together they grew in a new direction 
learning new things about themselves and the World around 
them.  Their hobby was traveling in a clothing optional kind 

of way which they turned into a business when they opened 
FOX Travel in 1984.   They started setting up group trips to 

“Hedo” and  in 1991, after they had been fielding questions 
about travel to a clothing optional, FUN party resort in Jamaica 

known as Hedonism II, they decided to  drop their corporate travel 
division and go into the FUN travel business by opening up the Castaways Travel 
Division. Through all the years they credit their ability to “talk about anything” to 
their loving partnership...alive with adventure, FUN,  laughter  and discovery.   

THESWINGERCRUISE.COM - MISS LYNN  
‘My passion is to provide experiences that truly make you happier!’ 

Your time off is too valuable to waste on a mediocre vacation.  At  
TheSwingerCruise.com we make sure you are thrilled from the 

beginning to the end. We specialize in the authentic experiences 
you crave. That is why we have such a huge group of happy 
repeat clients.  

TSC has created amazing vacations for over 50,867 people 
during the past 22 years in business.  Lynn is honored to be 
known as the ‘Official Swinging 101 Educator’ for Bliss Cruise.

Our experience helps you to reveal your inner desires and 
the find the vacation that fulfills your needs.  You are invited to 

a happier travel experience when you work with us! Miss Lynn—
TheSwingerCruise.com

RIGHT CONNECTIONS TRAVEL - DON & AMISHKA
Right Connections was also instrumental in the marketing and 
opening of three Desire Resorts servicing more than one hundred 
independent travel agents. Right Connections is your one-stop 
shop dedicated to lifestyle-oriented travel needs. We created the 
first lifestyle-oriented personals site called International Couples 
Network, beginning as a “BBS” to the creation of ConnectionOnLine 
(Connection Magazines), and other sites.  

We are very happy to be on the Infinity and very much look forward to 
meeting everyone face to face.  We are proud to be of service to you!  

CHAR TRAVEL / LIFESTYLE CRUISING - CHAR & JIM
Lifestyle Cruising is presenting Char Travel. Along with Char there is Jim and 
together we are the husband and wife owners of Char Travel, specializing 
in au natural, lifestyle and adults-only clothing-optional vacations for 
over 20 years. Whether we are working with couples, a single individual 
or organizing groups from 20 to 100 people, our core value has alway 
been, personal service. Char Travel is not about selling you a vacation; 
we are about selling you an experience in a very exhilarating and 
exciting environment that is NOT your parent¹s vacation. 

We take the time to discover exactly what you are looking for, so we 
can recommend the right resort or cruise to meet and fulfill your desires. 
We still get excited about traveling with our customers on all of our group 
trips and cruises.  It¹s very rewarding for us to see folks having fun, whether this is 
their first time or whether they are repeaters, coming back to have fun and explore all 
the facets¹ of this open-minded, sexy environment.   We are one of the few agencies 
that can say we, have met over 90% of our customers, and that most all our 
customers have become, and remain our friends.

EROTIC ADULT TRAVEL (EAT) - BARB & DOUG
Top 3 Reasons to book with Erotic Adult Travel.  We don’t just SELL Travel 
- It is our Passion. We provide the quality of service and attention to 
detail we expect. We personally travel & host the vacations we offer. 
We specialize in Adult Only, Lifestyle, Clothing Optional travel so we 
understand our client’s needs. 

Stop by and meet with EAT at the Gelateria on Deck 5 .
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Bliss Cruise makes it easy for adventuresome couples to enjoy 
time at sea by offering adult-only, full-ship charters that tour 
exotic locations from Florida to the Eastern and Western 
Caribbean. In some areas of the ship, clothing is optional 
-- but all passengers are at least 21 years and older -- so no 
need to worry about an under-aged crowd.

Our voyages attract many open-minded groups such as 
lifestyle couples, nudists, voyeurs and exhibitionists as well 
as curious individuals looking to experience something 
different from the conventional cruise vacation. They 
are looking to connect with others that have a similar 
outlook, while enjoying a great vacation on the world’s 
most spectacular cruise ships.

Bliss Cruise is organizing the best adult-only cruises 
which are filled with amazing adventures, great 
entertainment and sunny beaches. Set sail with 
hundreds of like-minded couples on a clothing 
optional, full-ship takeover on the most luxurious ships. 

A world class cruise isn’t complete without 
enchanting getaways. Bliss Cruise takes you to            
             unforgettable ports in countries such as  
                               Mexico, Jamaica and Haiti,

as well as, many other island 
locations. Visit our upcoming cruises 
to find out which exciting locations are next!

Looking for top-notch entertainment? Our 
cruises come alive at night with more live 
entertainment than you ever imagined and 
a huge variety of parties to suit all tastes. 
Whether it is music, dancing or something 
more adventurous like an adult-themed 

party with playrooms, Bliss Cruise 
has it all. Make sure to follow the 

Cruise News blog to get the 
latest updates on all Bliss 

activities.

(954)GOBLISS
www.blisscruise.com

A B O U T  B L I S S  C R U I S E
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THEME N IGHTS ENTERTA INMENT

FEATURED DJ ’S

THEMES BEGIN EACH NIGHT STARTING AT 6 PM.
Passengers are encouraged to participate in Bliss Cruise themes. Though participation is not 
mandatory, you’ll find many couples jump into themes, as they make the cruising experience fun. 
It’s also another way to meet amazing couples.

DJ MISS SHELTON (MONTREAL, CANADA)  
Bliss Cruise was the first lifestyle charter to present a female to lead the DJ 
entertainment team (Bliss Nov. 2016), and our choice was DJ Miss Shelton. Her 
musical style could be best described as open format.  She loves to merge 90’s, Hip 
Hop, House, and Dance. Miss Shelton has shared the stage with Chuckie, Havana 
Brown, Bob Sinclair, Fatman Scoop, Jazzy Jeff, Far East Movement, and others.   

DJ PHILLY PHIL (SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK)
Legend has it that DJ Philly Phil was actually born with two turntables and a mic. 
Credited sets are with Hot 97, Power 105.1, La Mega 97.9, and Z100 of the northeast.  
DJ Philly Phil has also made all Bliss Cruise sailings. He holds one of the highest 
passenger favorable-rankings in surveys. Passengers will dance to the moves from 
hip-hop, club, rock, 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, 90’s, today’s hits, right down to Latin music. 
You name it, you get it with DJ Philly Phil.

DJ STEVEN B (WISCONSIN)
Recently performed for Jamie Fox and Fat Joe at the Conguer Entertainment 
Concert Tour, Steven B has a weekly radio mix show on B104, Kiss Fm. Once 
again voted hottest night club DJ in Wisconsin 7 years in a row. Steven B has 
been performing from coast to coast at some of the hottest clubs in Los Angeles, 
Chicago, Miami and Vegas. Also recently performed at Tao Night Club Vegas, 
Studio 54 ,Los Angeles. Also performed 20 nights straight in a row at 20 night 
clubs in Taiwan.
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FEATURED LIFESTYLE COMEDIAN - BEN HAGUE 
DAY 3 CELEBRITY THEATER AT 10 PM | DAY 5 MIDNIGHT COMEDY - CELLAR MASTERS
Fasten your seat belts  as Bl i ss  Cruise presents one of the most 
hyster ical adult  comedians found in the industry. 

Ben Hague shares his  newly discovered steps in the l i festy le.  Hague’s 
debuted his  stand-up act at the world-famous comedy club Laugh 
Factory on Sunset Boulevard in 2003, and never looked back.

KARYSMA
ALL NIGHTS - RENDEZVOUS LOUNGE
This band formed in the city of Miami in 2010. The quad has delivered 
sounds and per formances showcasing Salsa, Bachata, Merengue, 
Reggaeton, ballads and much more. 

Find the band each night in Rendezvous Lounge (Deck 4).

THE SHINE BAND  (Follow Celebrity Today for Showtimes)
The Shine Band are from Ukraine. They play music in different styles: 
modern dance and rock music, retro music and rock n‘roll, reggae, 
blues, latino, jazz and balrum music. They offer Celebrity guests a great 
experience and are happy to work in the company Celebrity Cruises. 

Get ready for a fun and happy time!

GROOVITY BAND (Follow Celebrity Today for Showtimes)
Groovity quartet born as a band in México city on 2016, Penny Morell 
on vocals, Efraín López Hernández on piano, Josué Iván Velázquez 
Castañeda on drums and Manny Güendulain on bass guitar and musical 
direction.

PIANO PLAYER LARRY KLASS
PERFORMS ALL NIGHTS FROM 11 PM - 2 AM | MICHAEL’S CLUB - DECK 4
Larry Klass hails from Fort Lauderdale / West Palm Beach, Florida and has 
been a Dueling Piano player since 1989. 

He is well known on the Dueling Piano circuit as a regular per former at 
such notable venues as Howl at The Moon in Cleveland, Los Angeles, 
San Antonio, New Orleans, and Ft. Lauderdale, and more. 

Larry has studied piano privately in a variety of genres including 
classical, jazz, and pop; with concentrations on improvisation and ear 
training. 

SILENT DISCO
DAY 2 AT 10:30 PM - MARTINI BAR
A si lent disco or si lent rave is an event where people dance to music 
l istened to on wireless headphones. Rather than using a speaker system, 
music is broadcast via a radio transmitter with the signal being picked 
up by wireless headphone receivers worn by the participants. 

Those without the headphones hear no music, giving the effect of a room 
full of people dancing to nothing. 
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F E A T U R E D  E N T E R T A I N E R S P E C I A L T Y  D I N I N G

 

AVI RAM
Avi Ram a 32 year old f rom Fort  Lauderdale, or iginal ly f rom Israel.
Profess ional ai rbrush art ist  and a body painter.   In 2015 he was 
runner up in a real i ty show “Skin Wars “ season 2,  Avi  has also been 
a mentor and taught body paint ing for many years.  He can take 
any of your ideas and make i t  come to l i fe.

CHERYL ANN LIPSTREU
Cheryl Ann Lipstreu is a world champion international and national 
award winning bodypainting artist. She is a classical portrait artist, 
muralist and illustrator, filling the world with color one brush stroke 
at a time. She also rocked the Skin Wars community appearing and 
advancing in Season 2 growing to becoming a fan favorite.

 

B O D Y  A R T I S T S

NAKED SUSHI AT SUSHI ON FIVE
Bliss Cruise was the first adult lifestyle charter cruise to start what is now an erotic 
tradition for our passengers. Join your fellow passengers for an all-you-can eat 
experience and spice up your lunch. 

LE PETIT CHEF™ AT QSINE
The world-renown artists of Skullmapping™, presented by TableMation™ have 
reached a true pinnacle of their custom 3D table animation art form. This dining 
experience is beautifully choreographed with an elegant menu created by our 
Michelin Star Chef. Le Petit Chef™ offered on Celebrity Cruises is simply one of the 
most unique dining events in the world.

TUSCAN GRILLE
Rustic elegance with a contemporary, minimalistic edge. Guests dining in Tuscan 
Gril le wil l  enjoy a l ively, sophisticated atmosphere, serving iconic Italian dishes 
with a modern twist. Our fresh, original menu features handmade pasta, artisanal 
salumi, f ish, butcher cut meats, and USDA Prime dry aged steaks. Our regional 
Italian wine menu features authentic Italian cocktails and beers, as well as our 
house-made Limoncello.

SUSHI ON FIVE
Sushi restaurants. Wildly popular from the day it appeared, Sushi on Five satisfies 
your craving for locally sourced, authentically prepared sushi and other Japanese 
specialties from a menu crafted by expert restaurateur and sushi chef, Yoshikazu 
“Yoshi” Okada. Treat yourself to the complex flavors of a hand-made sushi roll or 
nigir i featuring tuna albacore, shrimp, eel, and other fresh selections, or savor the 
simplicity of yellowtail, salmon, and octopus sashimi. Your culinary experience 
would be incomplete without dessert—be sure to try the caramelized gingerbread 
with wasabi gelato.
                        
BLU (For Aqua-Class Guests Only)
Intimately elegant, yet fresh and modern. Clean, crisp flavors and inventive cuisine 
meet an extensive list of sustainable and biodynamic wines. Personalized service, 
inviting surroundings, and natural light are all part of the fresh and bold aesthetic of Blu.

LUMINAE (For Suite Guests Only)
The exclusive restaurant for Suite Class. Exclusive and cutting edge, the globally 
inspired menus at Luminae are not available in any other restaurant on board. And, 
you’ll see each one only once—because every day features a fresh, new menu.
                       

C O M P L I M E N T A R Y  D I N I N G
OCEANVIEW CAFE
Go on a voyage around the world. A market-style cafe that features select offerings 
inspired by the destinations we visit.

MAIN DINING
This sophisticated restaurant with a wide range of globally-inspired dishes created 
by a Michelin-starred chef wil l  provide the fine dining experience you love while 
you’re on vacation. The airy Main Restaurant offers exquisite menu selections, 
which change nightly to give you a variety of classic and contemporary choices. 
And the service? Legendary.

PURPLE MADNESS TRIBUTE BAND
DAY 4 | FETISH FANTASY THEATER | 9:30 PM
Bliss Cruise presents a special tribute to Prince.  The Purple Madness has been labeled the closest 
looking and sounding Prince in the industry along with a great performance to match. 

With Bobby Miller as Prince, the Purple Madness have all but perfected every last nuance in 
recreating the sights and sounds of The Artist, Prince. The group lovingly describes their show as a 
performance that is second to none.

Body art is an exciting way for you to spice up your lifestyle journey. You may participate by 
complimenting your themed outfit with a creative splash of art.  Many passengers even go all-
in with full body art creations. Each design is a transformation by our experienced body painting 
artists, and the work speaks for itself. Find our highly talented body artists each day on the pool 
deck, and you may even make special reservations with them directly.
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